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 We have added the support of the new “Distributed” solver mode [@DistributedCSI], as well as the capability of multi-
threading the runtime process and its communication. SAP Fire Analysis Engine: Database Management and Operating System
Support {#sec:sd} ===========================================================================
Fig. \[fig:SDProcess\] shows the main flow of the database interaction. The database is described by a set of key-value pairs
(rows, columns), each of them describing the important attributes of an event log. The database is read and re-written in the

memory and the analysis is performed to generate different reports. In this flow, the database is represented as a database table,
that can be queried by the analysis engine. Any changes on the database are written in the same memory so that no disk access is
necessary. ![ Database interaction of the analysis engine.[]{data-label="fig:SDProcess"}](SDProcess){width="50.00000%"} In

this section, we will first describe the database creation and its relation with the analysis engine, before describing the process of
reading the database. A detailed presentation of the interface used to read the database can be found in [@SAPFIRESoftware].

Database creation {#sec:DatabaseCreation} ----------------- The database table is read by the analysis engine (see
Fig. \[fig:SDSchema\]). Each item (row) in the database corresponds to an event (column), and its content is interpreted

according to the file format of the corresponding input files. This is the key to understanding how the system is able to perform
the analysis. In our case, the database can store event log inputs (“plain text”) or inputs stored in XML format. For example, a

plain text event log file with entries such as: 82157476af
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